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Forensics
team takes
•
state title
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

Winonan Photo By Tony Dussel

"Kill the wabbit," sings Todd Albers who did a scene from the
popular Bugs Bunny cartoon for his untalent section of the Mr. WSU

competition held on mainstage of the Performing Arts Center at
Winona State University Monday Feb.22.

NSR dies Original site
at WSU S tark to acq u re h

preferred

•
I

By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

As voters trickled in and counts
unravled it was obvious Winona
State University wouldn't be joining the National Student Roundtable, a national lobby group some
senators fought hard to stay in.
Winona State, like the other
seven state universities were
members of NSR by being part of
the Minnesota State University Student Association. But, MSUSA's
President's Council voted to pull
out of the organization in
December. That decision was
upheld at the January meeting.
There were 118 ballots cast, not
enough to pass the referendum
item. Referendums need 10 percent of all students to vote "yes"to
rejoin NSR. Ten percent would be
about 500 votes. There were 72
"yes," 40 "no" votes and six
abstentions.
Polls were open 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Judges finished counting ballots by
6:50 p.m. and said they had trouble deciphering senate's election
bylaws. According to election judge
Kim Colbenson the bylaws were
unclear about having posters
advertising the vote item.
The vote came up after one
senator presented a petition with
over 350 signatures in favor of rejoining the group. Senate either
had to accept the nPtition or vott
on making it into a referendum.
The NSR issue can't be reintroduced for one academic year
because of a stipulation in the
senate constitut

OMeS Committee, Education Division, who visited the site
in January and indicated funding for the building and
program might be in jeopardy if the original site was
By JACKIE COSTA
not acquired.
News Editor
Stark listed at least 10 different groups who have
It's been a long haul but Winona State University
shown support for the land across the street. He said,
Pres. Tom Stark finally announced the school would
"If opposition is directed toward the site (again), it is
begin acquiring the properties on the land across the
my opinion that it will be most assuredly countered
street from Pasteur Hall and start building the Health
by strong and official community voices who are in
and Applied Science Building by fall.
favor of university expansion and the half-block site."
Since August, many of the parties who were opThe State Legislature previously appropriated $1.5
posed to building on the half block have changed their
million for building, planning and land acquisition.
minds. "A period of community gestation has taken
Winona State will be requesting $13.4 million more
place, and new voices are being heard. In some into fund both phases of the project.
stances, old voices are speaking new lines," Stark
Stark said the current lawmakers only want to know
said.
where it's going to be built and how much it will cost.
Pressure even came from the Minnesota Finance

Experience and squad depth
may have helped Winona State
University's Forensics Team bring
home their third Minnesota State
Championship in five years.
Cindy Carver, the team's coach,
said this year they have had more
depth in the squad than in past
years. "In past years we had to rely on one or two people, but this
year there's a lot of different people."
Thirty people participate on the
team, and six will advance with 15
events to the American Forensic
Association National Competition,
held April 7 to 12 in Pporia, Ill.
One thing in the team's favor as
they advance is more members
have had at least one national tournament behind them. This helps,
Carver said, because the students
learn to deal with the pressure
created by many different judges.
"When you (participate) in the
area, you know what certain judges
like to hear," said Jeff Hudson, a
forensics team member and third
time national's participant. "But at
nationals you never have any idea
what to expect."
Amy Ostrom, also a forensics
team member and past national's
participant, said Winona State
forensic students who qualified will
participate in a workshop conducted by Winona State alum and
former national's participant Bryant
Lemke, to help them polish and
perfect their events.
Ostrom said the team really
stresses enjoyment and realizing
potential. "We also stress learning
and the social aspects," she said.
"If winning happens fine, but if not
that's fine too."
Hudson will be participating in
six events at nationals and Ostrom
will participate in three. Others going to Peoria are Nina Barker, Kelly McGuire, Chuck Michel and Lisa
Wagner.
The Forensics team will present
a showcase of their events on
March 24. The showcase will be
dedicated to Dean Coughlin who
died March 10.

Winona State remembers dedicated dean
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

Richard Coughlin, dean of the
College of Liberal Arts at Winona
State University, has been
described as a super person by
those who worked for him, and
enthusiastic with a great sense of
integrity and honesty by
colleagues.
Coughlin, 43, died in Arlington
Heights, Ill., on March 10 from
arteriosclerotic cardiovascular
disease according to reports from
Northwest Community Hospital in
Arlington.
He was there on an annual
student-recruitment trip with other

feel like you worked with him, not
for him. He was a guy who gave
150 percent."
Don Scheid, chair of the
philosophy department, agreed.
"He was a good guy who was
very enthusiastic, a man who
thrived on his job," Scheid said,
"and one might think the stress of
his job may have had to do with
his demise."
Charles Sorensen, vice president of academic affairs, said his
strongest impression of Coughlin
was that of a very honest and
straight forward man. "He was
very up front and cared for the
people," Sorensen said. "He was

- - I

He will be remembered for his
fairness and devotion. "He was a
super person to work for," Joan
Valentine, dean of liberal arts
secretary, said. "He made you

sense of humor. " Sorensen said
they could be involved in the
heaviest discussion and Coughlin
would be able to lighten the
situation.

"He was a good and decent
man," Sorensen said.
John Berdick, assistant professor/field work coordinator in the
social work department said, "We
may be seeing the side of a man
who cared too much and tried too
hard.
Coughlin left Fairleigh Dickenson University in Madison, N.J., to
come to Winona State in July,
1985. He had been assistant vice
president at Farleigh.
Robert Du Fresne, Winona
State distinguished service professor, will be acting dean of the
College of Liberal Arts, Sorensen
said, and a national search for so.
_ _
.
Memorials may be made to the
Richard Coughlin Scholarship
Fund through the Winona State
University Foundation.

Richard Coughlin
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Winona caucus results
Winona County
Feb. 23, 1988
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

Babbitt

0

Dukakis

26

Gephardt

9

Gore

0

Hart
Jackson
Simon

1
94
102

Uncomitted 62

Winonan Photo By Beth Bidne

Democratic Presidential hopeful Paul Simon rallied residents that filled Baldwin Lounge to hear him
for the support from 400 faculty, students and area speak Monday, Feb. 22.
•
•
it
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

He's not a front runner, but Sen. Paul Simon said
he intends to remain in the 1988 presidential race
"all the way to Atlanta."
In a town meeting held in Winona State University's Baldwin Lounge in February, Simon told a crowd
of approximately 250 people that after finishing second in Iowa caucuses and third in the New Hampshire primaries, he thought he would not be able to
sustain his campaign.
However in the 48 hours following that statement,
he said he received an avalanche of mail and more

Independent-Republican

out

receipts than any day of the whole campaign. He
made over $37,000.
"There's people out there who care, I think that's
the bottom line," he said.
However, Simon has not don 3 very well in recent
Minnesota and Southern state caucuses and
primaries. He received only 2 percent of the vote at
Minnesota's precinct caucuses on Feb. 23. He won
none of the southern states.
Some of Simon's major points at the town meeting
included education, stopping nuclear warhead

Busch
Dole

69

Robertson 120

DuPont

0

Uncomitted 7

Haig

0

See Simon, page 7

Professional hair care
products available from
Nexxus'e and Sebastian'''.
Sale ends March 19th.
Longer hair with special
wrap additional cost.

The Styling Salon at 454-7911

JCPenney

So you call yourself mass commer?
Prove it

Stop by the Winonan or
call us 457-5119

80

238

Last week I took the
plunge! I summoned up my
courage and went to the
JCPenney Styling Salon for
blonde highlights. Now, my
hair shines with rich color.
Whether your hair is
frosted, tinted or bleached
—it can look as great as
mine. My only regret is that
I didn't do it sooner!

Mon.-Fri. 8:30-9:00
at.
8:00-6:00
un.
12:00-5:00

Kemp

We treat you right!
1440 W. Broadwa
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Combating problems
Nurses deal with image, money
By SANDY STOUFFER
Staff Writer

At a time when the need for
highly sophisticated, caring nurses
is more urgent than ever, a severe
shortage of qualified nurses is
shaping up across the country.
According to Karen Gardner,
chair of the Winona State University nursing program, there are
three major reasons for the nursing shortage today.
"First, our pool of 18-year-olds
has declined," she said. "The rage
of the baby boomers has ended
and there aren't as many young
adults entering college.
"Second, many women are going into occupations of long-term
monetary value. !n the medical and
business programs, 50 percent of
the students are women," she
said.
Her third reason was the image
problem the nursing profession
holds. "It has always been considered female dominated with
very little autonomy," she said.
"Only three percent are men."
She also said that nurses'
salaries are low and the hours are
not 9 to 5.
It's an uphill battle, but hospitals
and other nursing recruiters are doing their best.
One incentive is flexible hours.
With the Baylor plan, a nurse with
a family may work 12 hours on
Saturday and Sunday and be paid
for 40 hours. This allows the rest
of the week to take care of family
and household.
Recruiters also fly students in to
look at facilities. Nurses are allowed to choose the stations where
they want to work. Some
employees are even volunteering
to pay off student loans and pay
their first three months rent.
Kim Kelly, a 1986 Winona State
nursing graduate, said, "When I
graduated no one offered out any
of that. In Marshfield, Wis., they are

now offering at least $500 moving
expenses. It's not much but it's a
start, and I could have used it when
I was starting out."
Joan Lynaugh, director of nursing history at the University of
Pennsylvania, said, "A yo-yo is an
appropriate symbol for the history
of nursing. Like a yo-yo on a string,
the nursing shortage rises and
falls."
The law of supply and demand
seems to play an important part in
the nursing shortage.
An advantage of this would be a
raise in salaries when the nursing
supply is low. But, a disadvantage
could be the decrease in quality patient care.
In 1986, the starting salary for a
registered nurse with a four-year
degree was $24,900. A registered
nurse from a two-year course
usually lacks the leadership and
management skills which preclude
being promoted.
So many two-year graduates
return to college for their
bachelor's degree. That's what is
happening at Winona State, with
more and more nurses from the
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn., and
La Crosse Lutheran Hospital, La
Crosse, Wis., enrolling in advanced courses.
Gavin Strand, Winona State's
placement director, said of 109 nursing graduates from September
1986 to August 1987, 108 nursing
students reported they found
satisfactory jobs. The 109th
graduate had gone on to
anesthesiologist training.
This year, Winona State plans to
graduate 98 nurses, 44 at Winona
State, 32 in the continuing education program, and 22 seniors in the
Rochester program.
While the nursingshortage has
created problems, it has created
some long overdue benefits, such
as better health and dental insurance.

Winonan Photo By Tony Dusel

Freshman criminal justice major Laura Kubes
from New Prague, MN. carries quite a bundle

returning to Sheehan Hall following Spring break.

State system requests 21.2 million
Research made available
if Legislature says yes
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

This is the last of a three-part series covering the MinEditor's note:
nesota State University Board budget requests to the 1988 Legislature.
System-wide budget requests total about $25 million. The money may
be easier to obtain now, however. Originally Gov. Rudy Perpich neglected
to add the five items to the budget. Instead he supported ventures like
the Greater Minnesota Corporation, a program that matches the state's
highpoints to those of a university and a university center in Rochester.
Money that was first budgeted for the University of Minnesota's Commitment to Focus, $23.1 million, has been freed up for reappropriation
among the state schools.
According to officials there the Board had a strong case. "We proved
we're a system on the move," John Kaul, director of government relations said.
Only two legislative budget requests are left to explain. These requests
deal with unfunded students and making university services readily

Extension and expansion of research will be allowed $3.6 million if the Minnesota State University System
legislative request labeled, University Service in Action,
goes through.
According to the system's Chancellor Robert
Carothers, the money would provide a way to give
economic assistance so faculty and facilities could be
better used as a transfer for technology and knowledge.
"The economy has become increasingly knowledge
based," Carothers said. "Rural communities depend available to the community.
upon the universities and technical institutes for their
market competition."
Part of the money would go to
support faculty positions dedicated
to serving the community through
development.
Rod Searle, State University
Board president, said he believes
there's hope for money recommendations going through, however he
isn't completely optimistic. "It's
anybodys guess at this time how
the Legislature will take our
priorities and put a price tag on it,"
he said.
Searle said whatever they may
receive will have to be discussed
with all system presidents and he
Enrollment growth and the
doesn't think that would happen
two year funding lag have
until the end of the legislative sescreated a bulge in unfundsion. "I'm not looking for any decied enrollment for the State
sions until after adjournment," he
University System.
said.

Funding causes bulge lag
unfunded students hurting
By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

Of the $25 million the State University Board is lobbying the Legislature for, $17.6 million will help fund
almost 6,000 students who need to be funded now, not
in two years.
There is a betteF chance for previously tied up money
to be redireted to the SUB, Gene Pelowski, DFLWinona, said. Much of the money will probably be
dispersed into this request item and the sales tax issue.
System Chancellor Robert Carothers said enrollment
has increased 7.8 percent and current students need
money.
The four-year-old higher education funding formula,

Funded and unfunded enro lment FY 1988

Unfunded

Graphic courtesy of the State University System.

called Average Cost Funding, provides money to each university according to enrollment, but with a
two year lag. Carothers explained
the delay was devised as a funding
cushion. Universities were expecting a sharp enrollment decline
because the Minnesota Higher
Education Coordination Board
predicted such figures in 1983.
Funding is still based on twoyear-old enrollments which causes
a bulge of students for which the
university receives no money.
When students are unfunded
they suffer, the SUB public information director, Sharon Miller,
said. "Students can't get the
classes they need if the university
can't afford more faculty. It affects
class size, number of sections and
library facilities."
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No one's laughing
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March 8 another false alarm went off in Richards Hall sending
Winona firefighters flying for their trucks.
Pretty funny to send two engines and one ladder truck (an active response for our city) out, risking the lives of eight firefighters.

0

0
o

O

News editor

Ah)ChieR
The alarm is
c+ivaitd a+

0 0

Wi nona,

Fire Seporirmen+

Yes, it is a risk every time they are called out. In fact, it's considered the most hazardous occupation in the world and casualties
have occurred in Winona.

c(N
It's also really hilarious if yoU have a house on fire and half the
firefighters working to save your things are called away to a false
alarm, thus letting the fire progress more than it should.
Pretty funny to interrupt a training schedule. It's not like a five
minute coffee break type disruption. No, if it's a morning training
session firefighters will lose about the entire morning according to
Edward Krall, city fire marshal. Time elapses as the investigation
is carried out and the trucks are maintenanced.

ilereiaJZsinuaq

Yes, after every run, false or not, the trucks have to be checked
for safety and in sloppy weather they must be flushed down.
Roars of laughter would also be heard if someone you cared
about were having a heart attack and all local firefighters were stuck
on the otherside of town, blocked by Winona railroads.
But alarm pullers probably don't chuckle as hard when they're
kicked out of the dorms, or have to serve 40 hours of work hours
for their funny prank.
Those who pull the alarm know it's false, but firefighters must
treat each call as though it were a real fire.
Pretty funny to persecute those whose sole purpose is to protect lives.

Generosity helps
Often the church doesn't mix with the state but that will change
Spring Quarter. Winona State University will interact with Central
Lutheran Church, Huff and Wabasha Streets.
Kudos to Central Lutheran. It's been arranged for 49 Winona
State commuters to park for free in the church lot during the day
and for students or staffers with children a space for a day care
center.
Parking permits will be distributed first come first served after
signing a document of regulations. Let's not look this particular gift
horse in the face. It's important to comply with the simple rules or
such a fine convenience could be taken away.
1. Thou shalt park in the lot from 7a.m. to 5p.m. only.

ader s View—
Take a bow
To the Editor:

Congratulations are in order for
members of the Winonan staff for
their journalistic awards in the
1986-87 Minnesota Better
Newspaper Contest. The
Winonan won first place (15 entries) for their editorial page and
dominated the photography area
with the following winners:
Sports Photography (25 enPlace—Tim
tries)—First

Tech not key
To the Editor:

Good teaching, in my opinion,
does not depend on the latest
technology, however
sophisticated. Not now, and not in
the next century either.
Electronic wizardry, however

2. Thou shalt not leave a car overnight for it is being watched.

4. Thou shalt not hold Central Lutheran or Winona State liable if
thou is injured while in the lot.
5. Thou shalt not park in the lot if signs are posted indicating a
special event (funeral, banquet, holiday).

The center -should open in April with hours like that of a class
day. An enrollment fee is pending. Central Lutheran will pay utilities
but Winona State has to pay them $900 for rent. Now that's a bit
much. Maybe we could work out a different deal.
Thanks again Central Lutheran and congratulations for practicing what you preach.

amazing and fascinating, can too
easily be a cop-out, a quick fix.
Much more basic—and still
lacking in far too many cases— is
the classic real love of learning
and conscientious application in
both faculty and students. Getting
across a deeply felt concern
about what is being taught, and
applying oneself persistently and

Whole (11 entries)—Second
Place—WSU
Winona State University is proud of the accomplishments of the
Winonan and its award-winning
students for publishing an attractive, well-designed and wellorganized college newspaper.
Take a bow Winonan—you have
done well!
Sincerely,
Dr. John Kane
Vice President for Student
Affairs

conscientiously, is more difficult
than using the latest technology,
but infinitely more worthy of
attention.
Sincerely,
Dr. J.H. Foegen
Management/Marketing
Professor

The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed, composed and published by and for the
students of Winona State University.
The Winonan generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 percent is provided by student activity fees.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent
to it for publication.
Deadline for all ad copy is Thursday 5 p.m. prior to the week of publication. Deadline for all letters
is Friday at noon prior to the week of publication.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $15 annually (29 issues) or
$6 per quarter. Address all correspondence to: The Winonan, Kryzsko Commons, Winona State
University, Winona, MN 55987. Phone 507-457-5119.
The Winonan is a member of, and rated by, the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating
of All American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the Minnesota Newspaper Association, the American Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.
The Winonan is not published during June, July, August, or exam periods.

3. Thou shalt not blame Central Lutheran or Winona State for any
damage to the car while parked in the lot or if it is towed.

Central Lutheran will also lend itself as temporary day care.
Winona State needs a day care program badly and administrators
promised one in this spring. It's good to see that the church is willing to help those who need it: the children.

Jacobsen
Sports Photography (25 entries)—Second Place—Dave
Rood
Feature Photography (21 entries)—Second Place—Tony
Dussel
Photo Story (16 entries)—First
Place—Tim Jacobsen
Personality—First
Portrait
Place—Tony Dussel
Best Advertisement (18 entries)—First Place—Mark
Hoffman
Best Use of Photography as a
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Off the Wall
By
Dave Pulk

Lobby for a shootout
In an effort to return to the good of days of the Wild West, the
National Rifle Association is pushing a Minnesota constitutional
amendment guaranteeing the right to keep and bear arms.
If the gun lobby is successful, it's my guess that Winona State
University would have no choice but to allow weapons on campus.
If that's the case, the following scenario may someday be possible.

The professor sat in his office with his grade book open in front
of him, trying not to show his fear. Students had been stopping by
to get their grades for the quarter, and so far they had accepted
the grades without a fight.
But the prof knew the GPA Kid would soon stroll into his office.
The Kid wasn't much of a student, but he was quick with his
pistols, and he hadn't lost a grading shootout yet. Since gunfire
over grades began, the better trained instructors had been able
to put a bullet between themselves and the most disgruntled
students.
But the Kid was the fastest gun on campus.
The professor didn't hear the footsteps, and turned to find himself
staring straight into the steely blue eyes of the GPA Kid.

Life's Just Trite

"Waddya gimme fer a grade, Prof?" said the Kid, his trigger
finger twitching.

By Tisha Harms

The professor swallowed hard, met the Kid's stare and said, "The
best I can give you is a C, Kid."
A thin smile flickered across the Kid's lips. "I gotta have a B to
keep up my grade point average, don't ya wanna reconsider?"

Manage stress with a bug's view

The moment the professor feared had arrived. The Kid was fast,
but the prof hadn't lost a showdown in his office yet. "Sorry Kid,
but you only did C work."

I am so proud of myself. I have
read a total of four books over
spring break. Four books that I
didn't have to read for a class or
assignment—genuine pleasure
reading.
Although I would highly recommend all the books I read, only
one would probably receive any
credible marks in terms of literary
value.
That book was called "Heartsounds" and is about a man who
has a heart attack and must overcome a number of resulting
medical and emotional problems.
It's really a gripper and a tear
jerker, and I think it would be
especially insightful for persons
pursuing careers in medicine.
The other three books I read,
coincidentally, were by the same
author.
I think they would be insightful
to basically anyone, avid readers
and anti-written-language buffs
alike. These books would be
especially enjoyed by the creative
type who likes to laugh and enjoys
looking at things from a unique
perspective.
I would recommend these
books to people who are looking
for a cheap thrill that lasts, or an
addiction that does not involve
loose morals or illicit drugs.
The books i am recommending
are by Gary Larson. They are
"Bride of the Far Side," "Hound
of the Far Side" and "The Far
Side Observer."
In big ways and in small ways,
the Far Side has changed my life.
I see the Far Side in little incidents

The Kid's smile grew as he took a step back, unbuttoning his
coat. "Prof, am I gonna have to get dat grade da hard way?" he
asked.
The prof continued to gaze into the eyes of the student and said,
"Yes," while his hand slowly crept into the top drawer of his desk.
Just as his fingers found his trusty Luger, attached to the desk
with Velcro, the Kid made his move. The prof pushed away from
his desk, rolling across the small office, Luger in hand, hoping to
get behind the filing cabinet before the Kid drew his trusty .357
Magnum.
The prof wasn't as fast as he used to be, and he took a slug in
the leg, dropping his gup. He lay in the corner wounded, but he
knew he would live to 4ade again.
The Kid, with his Magnum still aimed at the prof, slowly picked
up a pen and changed his grade to a B.

As he strolled confidently out the door, the Kid said, under his
breath, "God bless the NRA."

Letters Policy
Send us a letter about any issue you feel students should know about.
We publish letters in the order we receive them and usually only edit
when room is needed for other students. We reserve the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent to us for
publication.

that happen to me and where I
once might cry, now I can laugh.
I have become a Far Side junkie
and I am proud of it.
I just wish I would have found
out more about the Far Side
before my last quarter at Winona
State University. I really think
reading comics of snakes who go
on first dates and order garlic
wharf rats and beetle-like insects
who must overcome the dilemmas of pupation before marriage
has the potential to relieve a lot
of academic stress.
Somehow the Far Side has
helped me see just how lucky I am
to be in such a silly, crazy world.
And how lucky I am to be a
human being and just to be alive.
Gary Larson reveals the shortcomings of the human race in a
non-threatening, yet thoughtprovoking way.
Although I am not suggesting that
the Far Side should be taken
completely seriously, I do think it
should be I giken merit as a
valuable tool to make people
aware of some of the problems in
this world by giving us a dog's or
a bug's or a cow's or a caveman's
eye view.
Besides, they're absolutely
hilarious.
I got my first taste of the Far
Side in the mail about one week
before finals last quarter. My aunt
end uncle sent me a "care
package" consisting of an uplifting letter, a couple of family
photos and the "Hound of the Far
Side."
Needless to say, I made it

through finals and also got my
roommate to read the Far Side.
She's hooked now too and went
out and bought the other two
books I mentioned.
I feel like one of those television
evangelists, but I'm really seriously advocating the Far Side as a
mild form of stress therapy. I
would recommend that anyone
who is looking for a little escape
mechanism and who really needs
to encourage the release of
creative energy juices should
regularly read the Far Side.
Gary Larson has a creative and
sophisticated sense of humor that
both challenges and amuses. And
for just about five bucks (a lot
cheaper than a night boozing it up
on the town) you will get a cheap
thrill and maybe a new way of
looking at life.
You will see cartoons as silly as
alligators bobbing for poodles and
as sophisticated as the supposed
Herman Melville composing
"Moby Dick" with a number of
rough drafts scattered around him
reading, "Call me Roger," "Call
me Bill," "Call me Warren..."
My all time Far Side favorite is
a boy dog ringing the doorbell of
his girlfriend dog's house. The
girlfriend dog is standing coyly in
the door and the boy dog says,
flowers in hand, "Oh Ginger—you
look absolutely stunning...and
whatever you rolled in sure does
stink."
P.S. Larson has at least four or
five other books that I didn't mention and he can also be found in
a number of larger newspapers.
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Papa
John'

NANNY
• $150-200 / wk
Do you love and enjoy children? Need a break,$$$$S$
for school? Comfortable homes ,
carefully screened families,
ample free time to explore
social and educational opportunities of historic New
England. One year commitment
required.
Mrs. Sprang
Child Care Placement Service
121 First ST.N
Minneapolis, MN 55401
612-332-5069

'
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Typesetting Service

Open Daily
4:00 p.m.
Phone 452-1234

RESUMES TYPESET
$1500

8
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.
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Thurs. March 17

Dining Room Special
1/2

chicken all dark
$2.75
4-8 Dining Room Only

Free Delivery on Winona State Campus
529 Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU.

ST Patrick's Day
PARTY!
Wear green and receive
.25 off Frosty Drinks

Also serving Spaghetti, Chicken, Shrimp,
Taco Salads, Sandwiches, and Salads.
*Check weekly for dining room special

COMPARE QUALITY,
TURNAROUND TIME,
AND PRICE. . .
THEN CALL US
122 W. Second St. • Suite 6
Winona, MN 55987
(507) 454-8408

, ,-4•'•

I , )

2 flavor
ft.,

e

THE BEST DANCE
MUSIC IN TOWN
In The Smaug
Thursday Night 9:00 - Midnight
Friday Ni ht 9:00 - Midni•ht

The Winonan
Make us a part of you life

Carolyn Crawford, Parlor & Den owner, is celebrating 25 Years in the Hair Styling Profession...

Come In And Celebrate With Us...

Monday through Saturday
March 21st-March 26th
M-F 8-8 p.m., Sat. 8-4 p.m.

Hair Styling Service
Or Tanning Session
To Every 25th Customer
• Free Hair Cuts • Free Makeovers
• Free Manicures
• Free Hair Stylings
• Free Tanning
Sessions

Enjoy Refreshments
\fk Hors d'oeuvres

.

25% Off

ALL SEBASTIAN,
PAUL MITCHELL, AVEDA
& REDKEN
PRODUCTS

10 Tanning
Sessions

$ 2 5 00

Hair
Cuts

Any Color or Highlight

25% Off

anilor

• ,f,-,•,1,7,400$*••••:,./,--,..*•406011.0%0.-2Crwis.ta., •

25% Off
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Simon

Continued from page 2
testing, foreign policy and the
deficit.
"Education has to be a major
priority," he said. "We must reach
out, improve our standards and
provide more student assistance."
He said the drop-out rate in Louisiana was 46.8 percent and the
drop-out rate for Hispanics in New
York was 61 percent. "We can do
better," he said. "This country
needs more good elementary
school teachers than it needs good
lawyers."
Simon also said if he were

elected he would contact Gorbachev and tell him that he would
be willing to stop all nuclear
warhead testing. "We'll stop all
nuclear warhead testing," Simon
said.
Foreign policy was also an issue
at the meeting. "I have more
knowledge of foreign affairs than
any other Democratic candidate,"
Simon said.
In the Middle East he believes
Israel, Jordan and Palestinian
leaders must meet. "Generally
when you get people around a
table you can get things worked
out."
In Nicaragua, Simon said he opposes all Contra Aid and supports

Costa Rican President Oscar Arias'
peace plan. He said he believes
Americans are too pre-occupied
with Nicaragua and should be
more concerned with Mexico. Even
if they have zero population
growth, problems with U.S. immigration rules will still have to be
looked into.
His proposed plan to lessen the
deficit was also a topic. He said he
would have a two part program.
First he would reduce all Pentagon spending 6 to 7 percent, or
roughly $20 billion a year. Second
he would shift the trade deficit from
one third to one half.
"I think (the plan) is substantial,"
he said. "It's been praised by
economists."
Simon said he believes America
is a fundamentally great country,
but that it could become an even
better country. "You can change
history, not so someone with a bow
tie can win, but so this nation is in
line with a progressive tradition.

1
TUES:

€114
,

Spring Special
Buck Night on Beer

Wed. Specials:
"2 fers"
. Big Chucks

204 West 2nd Street

sT
pe
ilc
U iraS.ls:
Swamp Water
Fuzzy Navel,
Strawberry
Strippers

Get well my pet

0

0
0

0
Love Ishmael

NellePlitMEN

Around Campus
Spring Commencement

Nurses

The last day to apply for both
graduate and undergraduate
students who plan to participate in
1988 Spring Commencement is Friday, March 18. Students who plan
to graduate at the end of Summer
Session 1 or Summer Session 2
must also apply by March 18 it they
plan to participate in
commencement.
Graduation applications should
be sent to the Registrar's Office,
Somsen Hall-Room 114. Students
admitted through the Adult Entry
Program should send their applications to Somsen Hall-Room 109.

Registered nurses with experience in health assessment and
health education are needed for
8-10 weeks of full-time summer
employment (Monday-Friday). Car
required. Application deadline:
April 1. EOE.
Send resume to:
Migrant Health Service, Inc.
Townsite Centre 810 4th Ave.
So.
Moorhead, MN 56560

Summer work
The

Student Conservation
Association is offering summer
work opportunities in national
parks, forests, and wildlife refuges
throughout the country.
Interested students may request
an application and listing of positions by contacting the Student
Conservation Association, PO Box
550C, Charlestown, NH 03603
(603) 826-5741/5206.

■emmeimimpr

and afraid?
There is a friend who cares.

irthright
452-2421

INTRODUCES

free pregnancy test

ALL INVITED!

free confidential help

RESEARCH PAPER

1- - - -

ARMYATEALINOVCANI3E.

Toll Free
Hot Line

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels
Thinking of taking some time
off from school? We need

MOTHER'S HELPERS. House

...-..,...,-,...,...........,..,-,-..„..,..,...,...„-....,...,..,...,-,...,-,...,..,....,-..,-,-_,-..,-..,-.,...,..--..,....,.-.„...1
ss
s
s Resumes
4

For a resume that
ti is top quality and
ku
d istinctive from the rest

1ti

hold duties and childcare.
Live in exciting NEW YORK
CITY suburbs. Room, board
and salary included. 203-6224959 or 914-237-1626

Summer's Coming
HERBALIFE
Independent Distributor

Sally Bublitz

k
ss CALL ME FOR PRODUCTS
(507) 454-2188
ss
ss
CINE 4

2nd 8 Main
452.4172

Image
s Copy
Print
,,
s

800-351-0222
in Calif. (2131477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance

10%DISCOUNT ON ANY PURCHASE
WITH THIS COUPON
E
114 PLAZA EAST
CA R
DOWNTOWN WINONA
E
...TRY US (507) 454-7152

Come Join The Fun!

CALL 454-2267

Order Catalog Today with Vila/MC or COD

*MINNETONKA MOCCASINS
*DOUBLE H
*FRYE
*SHEBOYGAN
*ROCKY
*WALKER
*JUSTIN
*SEBAYGO
*TEXAS

Brats, Burgers, and Beer

have seems mind-boggling. But sometimes, when you
know what you want, freedom of choice is a great thing.
Look at today's Army.
There's the Active Army and the Army Reserve. If
you qualify for Active, you serve 2-4 years, choose from
over 300 skills to train in, and in over 80 of those skills
you could be eligible for up to $25,200 in college money.
If you already have a job or are in school, consider
the Army Reserve. All it takes is one weekend a month
and two weeks a year. Plus, you'll learn a useful skill and
earn over $1,200 a year.
Both choices give you career experience, physical
conditioning, new friends, good pay, and a chance to
serve your country. It's all up to you. Call your local
Army Recruiter.
•

16,278 to choose from—all subjects

NAME BRAND SHOES - BOOTS - BELTS

Every Monday

It's not easy. Sometimes the number of choices you

NEWMAN CENTER

7:30 p.m. until ?

COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL SHOES AND LEATHER REPAIRS

On Mondays (7 to 10)

THERE'S
AN ARMY OF CHOICES
OUT THERE.

Who the heck is Sam Hill?

475 Huff St.
DAY PARTY
MARCH 17th

I DAVE'S SHOE REPAIR AND BOOT SALES

"DOLLAR NIGHT"

Club Dave asks...

ST. PATRICK'S

Winona Mall
II

Students completing requirements for the Minnesota
Teaching License at the end of this
quarter will need to complete applications and have them forwarded to the St. Paul offices by April
4, 1988. Evidence of successful
completion of the Pre-Professional
Skills Test will not be needed by
these applicants.
Persons making license applications should immediately begin the
process in the Registrars Office,
Somsen 114, with Dr. Butterfield.

L

Pregnant?

MAX'S

Minnesota Teaching
Applications

951 W. 5th ST.
Winona, MN 55987
452-8414

All-work-guaranteed--

MONDAY
*Mel Nts,h1

ti

'2"

'

CoAk, Nvht

2°'

AN Men

AN lmAr•

W. SloWn1 I D

5.eitt mono-.

7:30

EMPIRE

Only
(PG)

-n-c1SUN
BR

7 Academy
Award
Nominations'

7:00 9:20 I
7:10
9'30

THURSDAY

TUESDAY
Men, NIght

WILLIAM HURT
HOLLY HUNTER
ALBERT BROOKS

ROBIN WILLIAMS in

I.

GOOD

MOIINING

VIETNAM 0

uERaoE

Rob Lowe
Kim Cattrall
:'.20

9:20

Et• -19';

CARISCH THEATRES
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Variety

orihan crowned
Senate donates $500
"It wasn't really a competition
between the guys," Horihan said.
Mr. WSU 1988 would take "Meeting them was the best part
Milwaukee Brewer Paul Molitor to but the acts were the funniest."
dinner instead of anyone, except About 50 local merchants and
maybe his mother who rushed from organizations donated prizes and
the audience to plant a kiss on the funding for the participants. Senate
winner's cheek near the end of the treasurer, Craig Stoxen said
third annual student senate coor- $500-$600 was raised from ticket
dinated event. sales. The money would again be
Joe Horihan, a sophomore donated to Winona Volunteer Sersociology major represented the vices, 109 W. Broadway.
Jim Traeger, senate president,
Newman Center in the pageant. He
participated in a boxer short corn- Linda Bobo, vice president and
petition, a short group dance, an Stoxen opened the show by lip synuntalent portion and formal wear cing and dancing to Frank Sinatra's
competition where he wore a grey rendition of "New York, New York."
From the onset, the show took on
tuxedo with tails that glimmered in
the light of the Performing Arts a Big Apple theme. The lighted
Center's main stage which filled by display set up weeks in advance in
7:30 p.m. The show began at 8 p.m. the Smaug was made to look like
Horihan won out over 13 other a ticket booth for a Broadway show.
contestants. Runners-up were Larry Half way through the fund raiser
Lee, a sophomore biology major eight student entertainers sang
sponsored by student senate and tunes from plays like "Mame," "AnRoy Reynerston also a sophomore nie," "Cats," "Evita" and "A
representing third floor Morey Hall. Chorus Line."
Damon Schoenig choreographCampus groups put up $15 entry
ed the half time show.
for their representative.
The winner said he entered At the start, emcees Tim
because his friends at the Newman Hansen, a senior theatre arts maCenter urged him to. He was reluc- jor, and Chuck Michel, a junior matant at first but always thought it joring in communications, introducwould be good for the center's ed the contestants who entered the
reputation.
By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

See Crown, page 9

The 1988 winner of Mr. WSU, Joe Horihan, stands
triumphant before a crowd of over 450 people in
mainstage of the Performing Arts Center following

Winonan Photo By Tony Dussel

the competition held Monday Feb. 22 at Winona
State University to benefit Winona Volunteer Services. The show raised more than $500.

Body shop gives dorm dwellers alternate lift site
By JANE HARTON
Staff Writer

Dorm dwellers at Winona State University who enjoy
working out at home will now have that opportunity.
The Body Shop, for those who like lifting weights, is now
open in the basement of Lucas Hall, featuring 12 Eagle
equipment stations, mirrored walls, and a stereo to listen
to while working out.
There has been a strong response to the Body Shop
since it opened on Feb. 8, said Teri Krammer, a student
worker for the fitness center. "We may get new equipment
as people request it. We also plan on having staff shirts,
and maybe selling shirts later in the year," Krammer said.

There are seven paid students working for the Body
Shop, said Krammer. The four men and three women, have
been trained by Eagle equipment instructor, Kent Kittleson,
in the proper use of the equipment.
"Eagle equipment is a little different than Nautilus and
other machines," Krammer said.
Ed Lagerstrom, a senior majoring in finance, is the supervisor, and Cathy Zimmerman, Winona State hall director,
coordinated the plans for the fitness center.
The Body Shop has about 20 people in it an hour during
the week, but fewer people use the fitness center on the
weekends, according to Krammer.

Zimmerman, said The Body Shop is completely funded
by Winona State's housing department. "(The housing
department) spent roughly $15,500 on 12 pieces of
equipment.
If students are unsure about how to use the Eagle equipment, they need not be. The Body Shop staff orientates
everyone that uses the center to familiarize theme with the
equipment.
"The Body Shop has a more relaxed atmposhere than
lifting in Memorial Hall," Krammer said.
The Body Shop is free to all students and will be open
through the end of the year. Hours are 4 to 9 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, and 1 to 6 p.m. Friday through Sunday.

Emergencies not problem for Community Memorial
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

A41*.elOW%
Winonan 11- ) No By Tony Dussel
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ZiCe air.' most common reasons why Winona area college slaidents visit the emergency room at Community Memorial

Hospital., „ _
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You're playing football in the
green area next to Pasteur Hall
with a couple of buddies.
You've just caught a long pass
and are on your way to a sure
touchdown, but before you reach
the homemade end zone you trip.
CRACK.
Something is not right.
You're lower arm is pointing out
in a very unnatural way and pain
is shooting through every pore in
your body.
What can you do?
Go to Winona Community
Memorial Hospital Emergency
Room.
Recreational or sport type injuries are the most common
reasons college age students end
up in the emergency room according to Marti Vinton, Community
Memorial's head nurse in charge
of the emergency room.
She said emergency has between 1,000 and 1,100 patients a
month or approximately 30 a day,
and the number is seasonal.
"There's a heavy flow of traffic
when college is in session," Vinton
said, "especially in the fall when
the weather is nice." Prime time for

emergency visits is on weekends
and between 5 and 8 p.m., she
said.
There is a certain procedure
followed when a patient is coming
into the emergency room.
"Registration is done first if the
patient is not too ill or injured."
Even if patients are really ill,
hospital personnel try to obtain at
least the name age and responsible party's name and address.
Registration has to be completed
sometime while the patient is there.
Nurses are the first to see patients and make the initial evaluations. "They are real advocates of
patients," Vinton said. "If they
sense there's a difficulty in communication between patient and
doctor, they will come to the aid of
the patient." Nurses help the patients know their rights.
Incoming patients are next asked if they have a local physician.
If so, they are asked if they want
to see him or her or have the physician on duty see what's wrong.
They are also asked if they want
to see a specialist. Vinton said
Community Memorial can't provide
such specialists as neurologists or
cardiologists, but they have the
equipment available to determine

if one is needed.
If a specialist is needed the patient is sent to La Crosse, Wis. or
Rochester, Minn. "We are lucky,"
Vinton said. "We aren't in the
boondocks. We are less than 30
minutes from either place."
After a physician is selected, lab
work is done to determine what the
injury is and/or how serious it is.
A patients stay in the emergency room depends on the amount of
nursing or doctorial care needed,
Vinton said. "(The stay) can be
anywhere from a half an hour to an
upper end of maybe five hours."
Usually when patients have to stay
longer than five, they will be admitted into the hospital, Vinton said.
However, whether they're being
admitted or being sent to another
hospital for specialist care, patients
won't leave the emergency room
unless their condition is stabilized.
"Stabilization is the real key," she
said.
Vinton said sometimes people
think because a hospital is smaller,
it's not as good. She said that isn't
true.
"Community Memorial offers a
See Emergency, page 10 .
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stage in boxer shorts from behind

through the ages
The Winonan
The shortest distance between you and what's going on.

75 Plaza

Ezist

Wittuna 1/V 5.59$7

GOLDEN
CORRAL.1

507-154-107 (

ANNIVERSARY SALE!

Our SteaksTasteBetter
BecauserheyAreBetter.

WE'VE BEEN IN OUR PRESENT LOCATION
FOR TWO YEARS, AND WE'RE CELEBRATING

3480 Service Drive • Winona, MN 55987
(507) 454-4532

SAVE

20 %

OFF STOREWIDE

HURRY! SALE LASTS THROUGH MARCH 19th

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

Sorry - Sale excludes cards, coffee & consignment.

75 PLAZA EAST
DOWNTOWN WINONA

A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family planning and
sexually transmitted diseases. For appointment phone- 452-4307 weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

HOURS: MON.- THURS. 9- 5, FRI.9- 9, SAT.9- 5, CLOSED SUN

64 1/2 W. 5th

At the Bookstore

GOLD RING SALE

'60 OFF 18K
'40 OFF 14K
'20 OFF 10K
c;

LONG
SHORT

on Cash?

$3.25 cuts it...at the

Winona Tech
COSMETOLOGY CLINIC
454-4646
under instructor supervision
,.

On
Homer Road
Winona Technical Institute

Westgate
Shopping
Center
Winona, MN

Jostens Gold Sale. For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.

lb.

Combo or Super Ch.

-RING , .

JACK'S
PIZZA

Deposit Required: $20.00
Payment Plans Available

Smaug

BONELESS
CHUCK STEAK

A •29

JOSTENS
Place: In the

locnw

1% FOODS

UP $ A a
Double
Coupons TO •
USDA CHOICE BEEF

22 Time: 1-0 to 3 p.m.

r

All work by students

44'

Date:March 21 &

on Hair?

HOURS: 9 to 4 Weekdays

•1.

AMERICA'S COLLEGE

an elaborate carboard limousine.
Both Hansen and Michel were par.
ticipants last year. Hansen is Mr.
WSU 1987 and Michel ended with
third runner-up.
Horihan's boxer shorts were
white with red letters spelling ou
"hi mom."
The untalent competition and for
mar wear competion followed.
Judging was done by Bart
Brasket, Prentiss-Lucas Hall Resi
dent coordinator; Tom Slaggie
Winona's major; Judy Stark
Winona State President Torr
Stark's wife; Karen Stevens, direc
for of security; Charlie Zane, stu
dent union director; and Traeger.
Other finalists includE
sophomore Todd Albers, theatrE
major, sponsored by the Wenona•
Players and Todd Nesley, the Cir
cle K representative, a junior nurs
ing major.
All five finalists had to answer the
question, "Who would you want for
a dinner date and why?" Horihan's
response evoked a roar of laughter
and applause for he was the only
contestant who wanted a sports
hero for a dinner companior
because he would want to knout
"just what makes (the player) tick'
Even more applause and a stan.
ding ovation were given when the
news of Horihan's achievemen.
was announced. He said, "In 1988
the Brewers is the team to beat'
He hails from Hokah, Minn.—E
small town on the Wisconsir
border. "I've been a fan of theirs
ever since I could understanc
baseball."

(CD

Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore.
87.,9e(cp.121-88)

2 /s 5

19-20oz

6ae
0p mi
n.
To
Midnight

EVERY
MON. & TUES

FRESH CUT

ROSES

7-UP or
COKE
S ri 39

.99 ea. a.
9 pc Bucket

FRIED
CHICKEN

$399

12 -2::

COTTONELLE
BATH TISSUE

$ 0 n

.0V 4 roll
pkg
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Hospital Trivia

Emergency
continued from page 8

personal touch on top of quality,"
she said. "You must be qualified
to work here." Nurses must have
30 hours of continuing education
each year, and doctors have comparable requirements. Also many
of the doctors are continuing their
education at the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester.
Another example of increased
quality care is that a physician is
on duty 24 hours a day. This is
relatively new. Five years ago a
doctor was just made available
when needed.
All patients are given written instructions for follow-up care. The
hospital also does call backs when
necessary.
Dean Johnson, head nurse of
the emergency room at St. Mary's
Hospital in Rochester, said the
Community Memorial's emergency room was of high quality. "We
send our helicopter down there for
a variety of things," he said. "They
do a good job."

If a person is 18 or older their wishes for confidentiality are honored.
For instance if the patient has a sexually transmitted disease and
doesn't want his or her parents to know the patient can be billed
directly and parents will not be informed.
Health care is so expensive because of liability insurance and
specialized equipment is costly.

WE'RE INTO
HEAVY METAL.

Only one or two people need to accompany an injured person
to the emergency room. Any more causes congestion and it's harder
to get to the person who needs help.
This information provided by Marti Vinton, head nurse in charge of the
Winona Community Memorial Hospital Emergency Room.

Bernie Volling, patient care coordinator in the Trauma Control
Center of the La Crosse Lutheran
Hospital, agreed that Winona's
emergency room was well
qualified. "Their emergency room
is very good," she said. "We find
the patients in very good care."
Vinton said the hospital will continue to keep up with technology
and maintain the education level.
One of her main future concerns
is the nursing shortage. "We are

trying to do a lot to recruit people,"
she said. They have been visiting
high school groups, emphasizing
the positive, heartwarming stories
and satisfaction that goes with the
job.
They also conduct tours for
grade school children, not merely
to recruit but to give them a feel for
what happens in an emergency
room and reduce fears. "We have
a wonderful personal touch," Vinton said.

HAIRCUT

So you call yourself

3.99
CREATIVE CUTS

mass commer?

Prove it

Stop by the Winonan
call us 457-5119

The draft beer keg. Its awkward. It's bulky. And its not particularly attractive.
But in all our years in the brewing business we've found no other container better
suited for maintaining the consistent quality of real, ice-cold draft beer than the keg.
So whenever you purchase Budweiser draft beer, it comes from a keg...
oc
Not because we still care that much about kegs. But because we
s
still care that much about quality.
st
Vi5
‘
400
Draft beer in kegs. It's lust one of the reasons why
Budweiser has remained the King of Beers. for more than *O
lt 1
110 years.

,loo.

67 Layfayette
454-7922

or

THROUGH MARCH

Single ?.. .
111:_wLeki

Johnny

Holm

FUNDRINktRY

PRESENTS

selectuocutfor2

Tues. April 5th

The Hottest New Singles' Game
In Town
Starting

COME
EARLY

Sat., March 19

• Send messages via a lighted, computerized
message board
• Find out who's interested in you
• Receive a computer print-out showing your
"Sex Appeal Ranking"
• Or don't play at all, but come out to watch
everyone and have a good time

It's unique, it's fun
and it's only at

Door open at 7:00
WHERE

lit.
Lsp ..0" THE FUN ALWAYS SHINES 7.1411r-
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Softball team starts strong in Florida
Women win six

The hitting, he said, got better as the team
Winona State defeated NAIA nationally
recovered
from the long bus ride.
ranked Indiana University-Purdue UniversiBy GLEN GAUERKE ty at Indianapolis in eight innings 3-2, and "These games were very beneficial from
also knocked off Division I Fordham College, a lot of standpoints," Patterson said.
Staff Writer
A trip to Florida over spring break gave the N.Y., 6-5.
First, he said, it gave the women a chance
Winona State University softball team the
"I'm very proud of the team," Patterson to prepare for the conference schedule, and
strong start it was looking for.
second, it gave the team a chance to be
said, "we got a lot accomplished."
recognized nationally.
The Warriors compiled a 6-2 record in the
Patterson said the key to the Warriors'
Rebel Spring Games in Ocoee, Fla.
Patterson said the Warriors played on TV
strong performance was that the team played
Two of the Warrior victories came against together. He said the hitting improved game in several of the games, and were also comtwo very good teams, Head Coach Mark Pat- to game, and the pitching and defense car- plimented by opposing coaches and
terson said. ried the team throughout the five-day trip. spectators.

Winona State also won two games against
Georgian Court College, N.J., 3-2 and 11-2,
one over Salem College, W.V., 2-0, and one
over Anderson College, Ind., 11-4.
The Warriors' only two losses were to the
College of St. Francis, Ill., 6-1 and to Ithica
College, N.Y., 3-2.
The Warriors will now look to build on their
successful trip. The team will open its home
season April 5 against the University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire. The Warriors' first
Northern Sun Conference foe will be the
University of Minnesota-Duluth April 8

Four
gymnasts
named AllAmerican
By TRACY STROTHER
Staff Writer

The Winona State University
gymnastics team now boasts a
total of 24 All-Americans since
1978.
Four Warriors were honored as
All-American gymnasts in the National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics national championships
held over spring break.
Senior team captian Laura
Robillard made the NAIA Academic
All-American team for the second
straight year. She has a 3.5 grade
point average, and is an elementary education major.
Leah Nishimura earned the
highest place for the Warriors in
the competition. She took second
place with a combined score of
17.85 on the uneven parallel bars
to capture her All-American spot.
The remaining two Warriors
honored were freshmen Alma
Foote and Jennifer Knippel.
Foote placed fifth in the floor exercise with a 17.95 to secure her
status as an All-American. She
transferred to Winona State University in the fall of 1987, and has
earned previous high school AllAmerican honors on the floor exercise, uneven parallel bars, vault,
balance beam, and all-around
competition.
Knippel captured her AllAmerican title by scoring a 17.1 to
place fourth on the beam.
Warrior Head Coach Steve
Juaire was proud of the performances in the finals.
"To be All-American is a very
prestigious honor," said Juaire.
The top six place winners in
each event at the national level are
named to the All-American team.
The new Winona State University selections join current Warriors
Katie Dempsey, Gina Vitale and
Raquel Yurch in All-American
status.

Winonan Photo By Dave Rood

Winona State gymnast Raquel Yurch performs her floor exercise at the NAIA gymastic nationals held at Minot, N.D. FridayMarch4.

Gymnasts fourth in nationals
By TRACY STROTHER
Staff Writer

The sun didn't shine brightly for the Winona State University gymnastics team over spring break.
The defending NAIA national champion Warriors relinquished its
crown to Centenary College of Shreveport, La. at the NAIA national
gymnastics meet in Minot, N.D.
The fourth-seeded Warriors finished fourth in a field of nine with a
score of 136.1. Centenary College captured the title with 141.2 points.
Second place was taken by Fort Hays College of Kansas with 137.4
points and Georgia College squeezed in third with 136.6.
Winona State University head coach Steve Juaire was impressed with
the competition.
"Centenary showed the strongest performance I've ever seen done,"
said Juaire.
Winona State University finished less than two points out of second
place.
"It was a very close, very exciting meet," Juaire said. "I was very
pleased with our performance." The Warriors only missed four of its
24 routines.
Five Warriors advanced to the finals of the individual competition.

Senior Leah Nishimura placed second with a combined score of 17.85
on the uneven parallel bars.
On the balance beam, freshman Jennifer Knippel scored a 17.1 for
a fourth place finish.
Alma Foote's performance on the floor exercise earned her a 17.95
and a fifth place finish.
Sophomores Sue Cabot and Raquel Yurch also advanced to the
finals.
Cabot had two sixth place finishes. She scored a 16.85 on the beam
and a 17.35 on the bars.
Yurch finished in tenth place on the vault with a 17.55.
The Warriors' disadvantages were inexperience and the lack of big
scorers. Relying on underclassmen most of the season, the Warriors
have been going through what Juaire called "a building year."However,
he said the performance at Minot was "very encouraging."
With a possibility of five returning All-Americans, Juaire is optimistic
about next season. "We were less experienced. Next year will give these
gymnasts an opportunity for a real run for it," he said. "We've been
learning and growing."
The Warriors will travel to Denton, Tex. to compete in the NCAA Division 2 regional competition this weekend.

Glad caps season by being named All-N IC
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Sports Editor

Three-point shooting ace Carter Glad was named as the
Warriors' sole representative to the All-Northern Intercollegiate Conference First Team.
The junior forward from Stewartville, Minn. set an N!C
single-season scoring record this year by averaging 30.0
points per game. He broke the old record by nearly two
points per game.

Glad was also sixth in the conference in free throw percentage, converting on 80.4 per cent from the charity stripe.
Seniors Dan Hallman of Brookfield, Wis. and Rich
Glowacki of Winona were named to the Honorable Mention
Team.
Hallman finished seventh in conference in scoring with
an 18.1 points per game average and Glowacki finished
ninth in rebounding, averaging 5.9 boards a game.
Though not named to,the Ail-NIC team, freshman sensa-

tion Darren Miller made his name known to conference foes.
He established a new NIC record this year by dishing out
76 assists. The old record of 70 was set last season.
These fine performances came in the midst of a disappointing season for Winona State. The Warriors finished last
in the seven-team conference with a record of 3 - 9. The
University of Minnesota-Duluth took first with an unblemishSee All-NIC, page 12
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Bullfighting—blood and gore or brave beauty?
Bullfighting.
The first time observer might
see it as a bloody and gruesome
event, while the aficionado, or
lover of the bullfight, might see it
as a beautiful sport. Ernest Hemingway referred to it as a tragedy
since the bull is killed. To me it
seemed a clash between life and
death, putting it all on the line in
the name of bravery.
The scene: Cancun, Mexico,
March 9, 1988. David Bonilla,
matador, faces his second bull of
the day.
The picador has already
speared the bull from atop his
horse. A steady stream of blood
pours from the fresh wound. Four
colorful, barbed banderillas stand
erect on the bull's back.

The 19th Hole
By Chuck Frederick
A confident looking Bonilla
taunts the bull with yells of "yah,"
causing the beast to charge his
red cape. It was once thought that
bulls responded more violently to
the color red. It has since been
found out that bulls are color blind.
But the red cape is still used
traditionally.
Bonilla showed great skill with
his first bull and is now continuing
to do the same with his second. It
is a good bull with strong legs and

—

All-N IC
Continued from page 11
ed 12-0 mark.
Also named to the All-NIC First
Team were the University of
Minnesota-Duluth's Victor Harvison, Jim Olson and David
Thompson, all seniors. Thompson
was also chosen by the coaches as
the conference's most valuable
player.
Bemidji State University's David
Lee was named to the first team for
the second year in a row. Northern
State University's Shane Warwick
was the final selection to the first
team.
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waiting list or test. $15-68,000.
Phone call refundable. (602)838
-8885. Ext.7657."

RESUMES

quick reflexes. Bonilla has the bull
turning fast and charging close to
his body. Blood from the bull's
side is brushed against Bonilla's
chest on a close pass.
Bonilla shows his arrogance
and drops to his knees while taunting the bull. The crowd cheers
and waves as the bull gets closer
and closer until Bonilla finally
jumps to his feet and waves back
to the crowd.
In preparation for the kill of the

bull Bonilla continues to drive its
nose into the ground. Then he
makes a mistake.
It was not apparent what he did
wrong. He seemed to be in control. His balance seemed to be
good and his confidence seemed
to soar. But suddenly the bull was
too close. Its left horn caught
Bonilla near the armpit and flipped
him effortlessly throught the air.
Before the other matadors were
able to draw the bull's attention

away from Bonilla, the bull
lowered his horns and split
Bonilla's head open.
Obviously stunned and a little
disoriented, Bonilla stumbled to
his feet. He may have known that
if he backed away he probably
would never fight another bull. But
he didn't back away. He grabbed
his cape and sword and approached the bull.
He looked it straight in the eye
while slowly raising the sword over
his head, pointing it at the back of
the bull's kneck. In one swift motion he charged the animal and
buried his sword into its back.
The bull stumbled and eventually fell, dead.
Bravery.

Winonan Sports —

Look to us for full coverage of Warriors' baseball from Cocoa
Beach, Florida. In the March 30 issue.
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